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The national Archives and Records Administration (nARA) conducted the third
annual Records management Self Assessment (RmSA) and analysis from may
through September 2011. nARA uses the annual RmSA as a tool to monitor and
oversee federal records management programs. The work reflected in this report
was accomplished prior to the issuance on november 28, 2011, of the presidential
memorandum on managing government Records which requires each agency
to designate a senior official to supervise an evaluation of the agency’s records
management program.
The RmSA provides insights into federal records management programs
in response to specific questions. data from the assessments reveals specific
areas of weakness in common to the majority of federal records management
programs. The responses to the presidential memorandum should provide
additional insights into existing records management activities, areas of concern
and current plans to address them, and other critical aspects of federal records
management that may not be adequately addressed in current regulations or
initiatives. The data from all the RmSAs, in conjunction with agency submissions
in response to Section 2(b) of the presidential memorandum, will give nARA
a government-wide base of information from which to develop the Records
management directive required in Section 3.
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executive SummARy
in may 2011, the national Archives and Records Administration (nARA)
issued the third annual mandatory records management self-assessment
(RmSA) to federal agencies.1 The goal of the self-assessments is to determine
whether federal agencies are compliant with statutory and regulatory records
management requirements. it is one mechanism, with many others including
inspections, electronic records scheduling reports, and other data-collection
activities, that nARA employs in our role as the oversight entity for federal
records management.
This year, we received responses from all cabinet-level departments and most independent agencies.2
As we did in the two previous RmSAs, we scored selected questions and assigned each agency a total
score that placed them in the low, moderate, or high risk categories. This year there has been a
slight increase in the number of agencies that scored in the low Risk category. The low, medium,
and high rankings described in this report are only one indicator of an agency’s compliance with
federal records management regulations and policies, and should not be construed as a definitive
determination of compliance.
many of our findings have changed little from last year, especially those relating to records
management program activities and records disposition. training, compliance monitoring, and
management of electronic records continue to be significant issues. This year respondents were
required to submit additional data or documentation to support their answers to 12 questions,
and in our analysis of the materials we received we found some discrepancies with agency selfreporting.

Our key findings are:
• most agencies do not have adequate controls for major activities of their records
management programs;
• many records management staff have insufficient knowledge and understanding
of electronic records, which leads to the continued implementation of poor
recordkeeping practices;
• The majority of respondents provided materials that did not support their responses
to one or more questions in the self-assessment; and
• nearly a quarter of the respondent agencies do not conduct records management
training for their senior officials.

1
2

The 2009 RmSA Report is available via http://www.archives.gov/records-mgmt/resources/self-assessment.pdf
The 2010 RmSA Report is available via http://www.archives.gov/records-mgmt/pdf/rm-self-assessmemt.pdf
See Appendix ii for a list of non-respondent agencies.
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nARA can report that some agencies are using the results of the self-assessment to improve their
records management programs. This year’s data reveals that a number of agencies either have, or are
working on, guidance for managing records in social media and web 2.0 platforms as well as cloud
computing environments. Agencies acknowledge the need to have performance metrics for their
records management programs, and several have established sophisticated metrics that can serve as
a model for others. finally, agencies are increasingly using the electronic Records Archives (eRA),
nARA’s strategic initiative to preserve and provide long-term access to the electronic records of the
federal government, to transfer their permanent electronic records. in the discussions of the topical
sections to follow we point out some of these positive developments.
however, agencies still struggle to manage a voluminous amount of textual records while
simultaneously facing the technological challenges of preserving records created and maintained
in electronic format. Agency comments and the documentation some submitted to verify responses
indicate that records management staff in many agencies lack knowledge and understanding of basic
records management principles and concepts, particularly those pertaining to electronic records. The
education and training of staff responsible for managing agency records is key to enabling agencies to
meet the challenges they face in managing and preserving federal records.
in our 2010 report, issued in march 2011, nARA made a number of recommendations for executive
action. upon reviewing the data from this year’s self-assessment, we determined that while some
progress is being made, our recommendations from 2010 still hold. we have two additional
recommendations based on the 2011 data.3 They address the need for agencies to establish verifiable
performance measures, and to establish annual electronic records training requirements for records
management personnel. we see encouraging signs that agencies are increasingly aware of the value
of their records managements programs, and we strongly urge them to continue this forward
momentum in the challenging years ahead.

Au t h o R i t y
under 44 united States code (u.S.c.) 2904 and 2906, nARA has the authority to inspect the records
management practices and programs of federal agencies. nARA evaluates agencies for compliance
with the requirements stated in 44 u.S.c. chapters 31 and 33 and the regulations issued in the code
of federal Regulations (cfR), specifically Subchapter b—Records management of 36 (cfR) chapter
xii, and reports its findings to the appropriate oversight and appropriations committees of congress
and to the director of the office of management and budget (omb).

3

See Appendix i for the consolidated 2010 and 2011 Recommendations for executive Action.
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bAckgRound
in 2009, nARA established an annual requirement that all federal agencies subject to the federal
Records Act (44 u.S.c. chapter 31) perform records management program self-assessments and
report the results to nARA. nARA’s records management self-assessment report presents this data,
explores significant findings, and provides recommendations for improvement. overall, this report
provides a baseline measure of the effectiveness of records management programs and practices in
the federal government.
in fy 2009, nARA conducted the first self-assessment as a pilot. The questionnaire was limited
in scope and included no validation questions. for the fy 2010 self-assessment, we increased the
overall number of questions and significantly reduced the opportunities for open text responses. we
also conducted limited validation of six questions.

methodology
based on our experience conducting the previous self-assessments, we added two new features to the
2011 questionnaire. we established a more extensive validation process to verify agencies’ responses
to certain questions. we also identified a set of “core” questions covering the essential elements of a
compliant federal records management program.
This year we also expanded the section on electronic records. we merged the sections on records
management programs and records management activities, and we incorporated the vital records
questions into the oversight and compliance section. The special focus questions this year addressed
agencies’ oversight of their records management practices; and transferring permanent records to nARA.
in march 2011, we held two focus groups with agency records officers. The focus groups reviewed a
total of 20 questions that were new to the RmSA for fy 2011. nARA incorporated the results of the
focus group sessions into the final questionnaire.
nARA notified Agency heads and federal records officers of the self-assessment in early April
2011, 30 days in advance of its distribution on may 2. The survey tool was open for the agencies’
access from may 2 through June 3. during this one-month period, we sent weekly reminder e-mails
with the link and survey instructions. Agencies could review and make changes to their responses
through June 17. The survey tool was closed during these final two weeks, but respondents could
request amendments by e-mail.
we sent this year’s self-assessment to 276 agencies. of those agencies, 247 or 89 percent submitted
responses, which is down 4 percent from 2010. All cabinet-level agencies and all agencies under
the executive office of the president responded to the RmSA. ninety-three percent of cabinet sub
agencies and bureaus, and 81 percent of independent agencies, also submitted responses to the survey.
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from June through August, we analyzed the data and conducted the validation process. we also sent
each respondent agency a preliminary report of their results.

Scoring
This year’s survey has four main sections: Records management program—Activities; Records
management program—oversight & compliance; Records management program—Records
disposition; and Records management program—electronic Records.4
There are 100 possible points in the 2011 RmSA. The scoring is distributed across sections as follows:
Maximum Point Values (per section)
1. Records management program—Activities (20 points)
2. Records management program—oversight & compliance (22 points)
3. Records management program—Records disposition (13 points)
4. Records management program—electronic Records (25 points)
5. Special focus (20 points)
An agency’s overall score determines its risk category. The risk categories are consistent with the
previous RmSAs, and we developed them as a data-driven, systematic way to provide agencies with
a comparative view of their records management programs. Agencies can use the risk categories as
a measure to determine if their programs are performing their critical function, which is to assure
the integrity, authenticity, and reliability of the records they create in the course of federal business.
The risk categories are:
low Risk: Scores 90–100
moderate Risk: Scores 60–89
high Risk: Scores 0–59
we changed the way we are reporting the scores this year for departmental and component agencies.
previously we provided an overall average score for cabinet-level agencies, incorporating the scores
of their components along with the scores of the headquarters level records officers. however, from
previous RmSA results we have seen that records management programs within agencies can be
organized in many different ways. Some are centralized, and others are decentralized amongst their
component agencies. given this complex environment, we listed the scores for the department and
component agencies separately and do not provide an overall average score.
Agencies should take special note of the scoring for the core and the special focus questions.5 The
special focus scores reflect performance in one particular area, and we change the topic each year so
those scores are best viewed in the context of that one program area in that particular year. The core
questions may change from year to year, following developments in technology, regulatory actions
and guidance from oversight entities including nARA, and other external factors.
4
5

Appendix iii contains the full text of the survey questions by section, questions marked as core or Special focus, and a
breakdown of the response counts and percentages per question.
we break out those scores in Appendix v: core Questions, Special focus Questions, and total Score by Risk factor.
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finally, for the 2011 RmSA nARA conducted a more intensive verification program on selected
questions in the survey. for some questions involving records management directives, performance
metrics, evaluations and inspections, exit briefings for senior officials, and other policy and procedure,
we requested agency documentation that we evaluated against nARA guidance and federal
regulation. for a small set of questions about records scheduling activities and permanent records
transfers, we requested data to confirm these transactions and checked the information we received
against internal nARA tracking. we also followed up directly with agencies if we had questions
about the materials or data they provided. in some instances this required multiple contacts with the
agencies and other parts of nARA including archival and appraisal units.6

6

for a listing of the questions validated and overall percentages of responses nARA was able to verify, see Appendix iv:
Results of verification of documentation Submitted for validation Questions.
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Section one:
Records Management Program
Activities
nARA examined three aspects of records management activities in this section
of the 2011 RmSA: records management roles and responsibilities, directives,
and training. The questionnaire listed 23 questions in these areas, 7 of which
we identified as core questions. we subjected one question in this section to
our verification processes: we asked agencies if they had a records management
directive, and if they said they did we asked them to provide a copy of it. we then
evaluated the directives against federal regulations and nARA guidance.
Findings
• Agency responses within these areas remain largely unchanged from previous
RmSAs;
• Agencies do not track training attendance metrics, and this may signify a weakness
in their controls;
• Agencies are not developing internal, agency-specific training; and
• training for senior officials continues to be a concern.

Records Management Roles and Responsibilities
Records management serves a unique function within the federal government, since all personnel
are responsible for identifying federal records and ensuring their records are properly managed
according to a nARA-approved records schedule. in the three RmSAs to date, nARA has asked
questions regarding staffing to explore correlations between records management staffing levels and
an agency’s ability to meet the regulatory requirements. in some areas, like staffing levels for the
agency records officer and records liaison officers (Rlos), we see relative consistency from year to
year. in our analysis of the 2010 RmSA, we came up with a baseline number of approximately one
(1) full-time equivalent (fte) with assigned records management duties for every 1,460 federal
employees. The data from the 2011 survey did not change significantly from fy 2010.
we added a new question this year to investigate the collateral duties performed by records officers
who report records management as a part-time duty. we asked whether records officers also had
oversight responsibility for information management in their agencies. we defined information
management as activities encompassing privacy Act, freedom of information Act, web and social
media programs, and information security. forty-three percent of agencies indicated that their
records officers are responsible for information management activities in addition to records
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management. This correlates to the percentage of records officers (41%) who responded that records
management is a collateral duty.
we asked about the number of full-time equivalent (fte) positions agencies have assigned to records
management, and agencies mostly said that they have either 1 fte (32%) assigned or somewhere
between 1 and 10 fte (43%). we also asked whether agencies have established a network of Records
liaison officers, and just over 80 percent responded that they have such a network of Rlos; this
percentage is essentially unchanged from the 2010 survey.
we asked a new question in 2011 regarding the types of records management duties assigned to
Rlos. we gave agencies several answer options, and from their responses we see that the Rlos are
predominately doing records retirement, inventories, and file plan development.
Figure 1: Question 13: What records management duties are assigned to these designated employees? (Choose all that apply)

Records Management Directive(s)
Records management directives establish program objectives, responsibilities, and authorities for
the creation, maintenance, and disposition of agency records. Required under 36 cfR § 1220.34,
directives describe requirements and responsibilities for all staff to follow. They are a foundational
component of an agency’s records management program and serve as a compliance control measure.
ninety-one percent of respondents stated that they have a records management directive. we asked
them to provide a copy of it, as we did in 2010, and this year we subjected the directives we received
to a more comprehensive verification process. in 2010, the same percentage (91%) of respondents
stated they had a records management directive, but only 72 percent provided it to nARA as further
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evidence of compliance. This year the percentage of agencies that provided directives to nARA
increased by 11 percent, largely, we believe, due to our increased verification work which included
direct follow-up contacts with agencies that did not initially submit the requested documentation.
we asked in 2010, and again in this survey, how recently agencies updated their directives. we see
little change in the data here; 30 percent said they have not updated their directive since fy 2006 or
earlier, and 2 percent said they do not know when it was last updated. This is of particular concern as
agencies are not static entities, and organizational changes often lead to policy updates that a records
management directive should cover.
from the documentation we received this year, we see that many agency directives continue to be
well-written and compliant with regulatory guidance. we saw several that contained all or nearly all
of the elements crucial to a successful directive: They establish a network of personnel assigned to
the records management program and detail the various roles and responsibilities; establish the need
for control over all non-record and record material, and the need to schedule all records regardless
of format; mandate records management training; and promote oversight activities to ensure the
guidance contained in the directive is followed agency-wide.

Records Management Training
The importance of training to the success of an agency’s records management program cannot be
overstated. last year, we explored this issue in-depth as our special focus section. The data we see
this year bears out many of our conclusions from 2010, including that most agencies have records
management training programs in place although training for senior officials continues to be a major
weakness.
Seventy-seven percent of agencies
responded that they have a specific,
formal
training
curriculum
for
employees assigned records management
responsibilities, although some agencies
commented that they send staff to attend
nARA records management courses
rather than developing their own,
agency-specific training. nARA records
management training provides a solid
baseline of information about federal
records management, but the cfR
requires that agencies develop records
management training specific to their
records management policies, procedures,
and records schedules.

Some senior officials have received in-person
records management training; however,
in-person training is not performed
“as a matter of standard procedure,”
due to resource limitations of the records
management program. [Agency name
withheld] posts information for senior
officials on the agency intranet and provides
briefings upon request to any senior official.
Respondent Comment
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Seventy-four percent of the respondents said they have developed agency-specific training for all
personnel, and 62 percent said they provided annual training sessions. however, we also asked for
the actual numbers of employees who attended training in fy 2010, and we saw some responses
that appeared inconsistent with the size of the agencies. These findings may indicate a weakness in
internal controls for tracking training attendance in these cases.
This year we adjusted the questions to explore more fully the issue of training for senior officials and
appointed officials. we asked whether agencies provided training for these senior managers, as a
matter of standard procedure, on the importance of managing the records they create. fifty percent
of the agencies said they provide this training for all senior officials, and 25 percent said they do
training for some, but not all, senior officials.
we asked who in the agency conducts records management training for senior officials. we provided
a list including records management, general counsel, administrative, and it staff, and we asked
respondents to choose all that applied. Records management staff normally provide this training
(84%), according to the responses, although other departments including “other” were cited in
significant percentages; for example, about 37 percent of the respondents said their general counsels’
offices have this responsibility. we cannot see from the data how this duty is distributed across
offices in individual agencies that chose multiple options. we also asked what topics agencies cover
in their training for senior officials. The responses indicate that the identification of federal records
is covered most often (96%), followed closely by legal requirements (95%).
finally, 23 percent of the respondents said they do not provide records management training for
senior officials, and we asked them to cite reasons for this. They had the opportunity here to do a
free-text response. most commonly they said it had to do with staffing constraints, or they said that
other parts of their organization were responsible for conducting such training.

Conclusion
This section focused on several important records management program areas: staff roles and
responsibilities, records management directives, and training for federal employees with records
management duties and other fte at all levels. The weaknesses we saw in previous self-assessments
show in the data again this year. The roles and responsibilities of staff in records management
programs still need further definition and refinement. directives, where they exist, should be
reviewed and updated frequently to incorporate changes in recordkeeping practices. Agencies’
records management training programs continue to be a concern. many agencies do not appear to
have developed a training curriculum, specific to their agency’s records, that would enable employees
to effectively manage the records they create, maintain, and use. in addition, there is an ongoing lack
of training for senior officials. nARA recognizes that substantial improvements to agency records
management programs will take time, but a concentrated effort in these fundamental activities will
be a positive critical step towards improving federal records management.
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Section t wo:
Records Management Program
Oversight and Compliance
oversight and compliance is one of two special focus areas in this year’s survey.
This topic encompasses activities to monitor and assess an agency’s compliance
with its records management policies and procedures. 44 u.S.c. chapter
31 requires the heads of federal agencies to establish records management
programs that provide effective controls over the creation, maintenance, and
use of records and provide standards and techniques designed to improve the
management of records. 36 cfR 1220.30(c)(1) reinforces the requirement that
agencies’ records management programs must establish effective controls over
records throughout their lifecycle. omb circular A-1237 requires agencies to
develop and implement appropriate, cost-effective management controls for
their programs and operations.
The questions in this section are designed to explore whether agencies have established effective
records management controls and what type of controls are in place. we looked at what, if any,
performance measures they have established for their records management programs. we also looked
at the kinds of oversight activities agencies conducted to ensure that employees and contractors
fulfill their records management responsibilities.
This section addresses the following topic areas: performance metrics and controls, evaluations/
audits, and vital records. There are 20 questions in this section. eight questions are core questions, and
three relate to our special focus topics. Agencies were required to submit supporting documentation
if they answered affirmatively to questions 24 (performance metrics), 27 (managing permanent
records), and 37 (formal reporting on evaluations).8

Findings
• most agencies do not have verifiable performance measures for major activities of
their records management programs;
• A significant number of agencies have policies and procedures that do not include
instructions for managing permanent records in all formats;
7
8

Available via http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/circulars_a123/
See Appendix iii for the full text of these questions.
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• Agencies have not established adequate controls for their records management
program; and
• There was no change from previous RmSA findings that records management
programs are increasingly disengaged from the vital records function.

Performance Metrics and Controls
Performance Metrics
performance measures are a way of reporting on a program’s progress, particularly towards pre
established goals. They can address the process behind a program activity (the type or level of activity
being conducted), the products or services delivered by the program, or the results of those products
or services.9 They help an agency determine if a program is operating efficiently and effectively.
we asked agencies if they had established performance metrics for their records management
program. less than one-third (32%) of agencies answered this question affirmatively. A small number
of respondents commented that they needed clarification on the definition of “metric” or examples
of metrics for records management programs in order to answer.
Figure 2: Question 24. Does your agency’s records management program have established metrics to assess the effectiveness
of the program?

we asked the agencies that said they had established metrics to provide a copy of them for our
verification processes. of that group, two-thirds (67%) provided documentation that supported their
answers. we found that many agencies’ records management metrics focus on a single activity—
9

gAo 11-646Sp: performance measurement and evaluation: definition and Relationships (may 2011), available via
http://www.gao.gov/new.items/d11646sp.pdf
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retiring records, for example, or file plans or training. Some agencies provided metrics that only
tangentially address records management activities.
A few agencies have developed sophisticated metrics, often in the form of dashboards and scorecards, for
their records management programs. These metrics cover multiple records management activities such
as training, staffing, file plan development, disposition of permanent and temporary records, scheduling
records in all media, and program evaluation and follow-up. metrics are gathered from sites throughout
the organization, including field locations. Some measures are tracked monthly, others quarterly.
of the remaining 68 percent of agencies that do not currently have metrics in place for their records
management programs, 25 percent said they were in the process of developing them. This is a positive
development that nARA will follow closely in future self-assessments.

Internal Controls
A key component of an agency’s oversight of its records management function is the establishment
of effective internal controls. Activities in this area should provide reasonable assurance that
an agency is compliant, across its organization, with all federal records management laws and
regulations. These controls should enable an agency to accomplish its records management objectives.
At the highest level, controls are an agency’s records management policies and procedures, which
must be monitored and tested regularly to ensure they are functioning properly and are implemented
at all levels.

Figure 3: Question 27. Does your agency’s records management program have policies and procedures that instruct staff on
how your agency’s permanent records in all formats must be managed and stored? (36 CFR 1222.34(e))
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in this section of the survey, we focused on whether agencies had established effective controls
for their records management programs. we asked specifically about the maintenance and
transfer to nARA of permanent records in all formats; and actions to prevent the erroneous
disposal of records. we also explored the mechanisms agencies have in place to ensure that their
employees and contractors comply with their records management policies and procedures, and
how they assess the effectiveness of their records management training programs. finally, we
asked a series of questions related to agencies’ internal records management evaluation and audit
activities.
Approximately 193 agencies (78%) answered positively to at least one question in this section. two
statistics stand out. first, only 54 percent of the agencies have controls in place to ensure that eligible
permanent records, in all formats, are transferred to nARA in accordance with their approved
records schedules. when asked what controls were in place, many agencies simply cited their records
schedules and/or file plans. others appear to rely on nARA to provide the transfer information to
them. A few said only that their records are kept on backup tapes. Respondents did not indicate
whether their controls are tested or monitored to ensure their effectiveness.
A reliance on nARA to provide transfer information for an agency’s permanent records presumes
that all the agency’s permanent records are stored in a federal Records center prior to their transfer
to nARA. in this situation records become eligible for accessioning by nARA archival units after a
set period of time, and the federal Records center transfer and disposition processes are in some
sense automatic. however, this control does not account for permanent records stored on-site or in
other non-nARA locations. instead of relying on external entities to provide information on their
figure 4: Questions 28 and 30. Has your agency established controls to ensure transfer of permanent records or ensure
temporary records are not destroyed before their retention period?
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records, agencies should establish their own internal control mechanisms to ensure that all their
records are accounted for and managed appropriately.
The practice of relying on file plans and records schedules pre-supposes that agencies keep all their
records in a central filing location, that all file locations, including shared electronic space, have been
identified, and that file plans are current and contain the necessary information. it also assumes
that an agency’s records schedules are current and comprehensive, that all employees are trained in
their agencies’ recordkeeping policies and procedures, and that follow-up activities are conducted to
assess compliance.
we note, however, that some agencies reported having multiple controls in place including checks at
different stages of the transfer process. in some cases, the records officer has direct oversight of this
activity. A few agencies have well-defined metrics that we were able to verify against documentation
they submitted to us. others have controls built into their electronic recordkeeping systems, following
best practices in electronic records management.
Another notable statistic is that only 68 percent of the respondents said their agencies have
implemented controls to ensure that federal records are not destroyed before the end of their
retention period. here, too, many agencies cited their records schedules and file plans as their
controls, but they did not say whether these mechanisms are tested and enforced. A number of
agencies cited training as a control, but they provided little information to confirm that the training
is effective and has the desired results.
one important and necessary type of control for a successful records management program is regular
evaluations of records management practices. we asked agencies a series of questions to determine
whether or not they evaluated their records management processes on a regular basis. we asked first
if they conducted evaluations. if they said yes, we asked when they last conducted an evaluation and
who conducted it. we also asked whether a report was written, if senior officials were briefed, and
whether there were any follow-up actions.
one hundred and seventy-six (176) of the 247 agencies that returned the 2011 RmSA said they
conduct evaluations. This is a drop from the 196 of 251 that responded affirmatively to this question
in the 2010 RmSA. in 2010, 72 percent of that group said the evaluations were conducted by their
records management staff. This year, that number dropped to 55 percent. based on this decline, it
appears that records officers are relying increasingly on other offices within their agencies to take the
lead in this oversight role. one consequence of this could be that evaluations and related oversight
activities do not happen as frequently.
we also see, again comparing the 2010 responses to this year’s, that approximately the same number of
agencies said they briefed senior officials on the findings of the evaluations. The percentage that said
a written report was prepared following an evaluation also remained relatively stable at just over 60
percent. This year, we requested copies of these evaluation reports. we reviewed this documentation,
and we found that what we received could reasonably support an affirmative answer for 60 percent
of the agencies that provided these materials. Some agencies sent us blank checklists or inventories,
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and some sent reports that only tangentially referred to agency records, and more significantly did
not discuss agency records management practices.
Just 33 agencies answered affirmatively to all the questions in this section pertaining to oversight and
compliance activities. of this small group, 20 provided sufficient documentation to support their
assertions. from the RmSA data it appears that the remainder—226 of 247, or 92 percent—of the
agencies that responded to this year’s survey either have significant gaps in their oversight activities,
or they do not conduct oversight activity of any kind. if this is not corrected, these agencies will not
be able to provide reasonable assurance that their records management programs are fully compliant
with federal records management laws and regulations.

Vital Records
36 cfR part 1223, on managing vital Records, outlines vital records requirements for federal
agencies. to comply with §1223.14, an agency’s vital records program must contain all elements
listed in federal continuity directive (fcd) 1, federal executive branch national continuity
program and Requirements, Annex A.
Agencies must identify, protect, and provide access to their vital business records. vital records fall
into two categories: emergency operating records that agencies must maintain in order to meet their
operational responsibilities during national security or other emergencies; and legal and financial
rights records that protect the legal and financial rights of the government and those affected by
government activities during emergencies.
for the 2010 RmSA, we reported on vital records as a separate topical section. This year, we included
it in our discussion of oversight and compliance because it is a topic that is heavily addressed in
federal regulation. in this year’s responses, we see a continuation of the trend in which records
management programs in federal agencies are becoming increasingly disengaged from the vital
records process. while 70 percent of records officers reported that their records management
programs are represented on their agencies’ continuity-of-operations (coop) teams, only 56 percent
of that group said they conducted the vital records inventory for their agency.
many agencies commented that this activity is now the purview of their emergency planning staff,
which we see as an area of concern. we agree that emergency planners need to be aware of vital
records, and other departments must be involved as well—for example, it departments must be
involved in the protection of an agency’s electronic records including those that can be classified
as vital records. however, records officers also need to play an active role to ensure that records
management is fully integrated into this process.

Conclusion
compliance monitoring and oversight are vital functions of an effective records management
program. without well-defined metrics and strong internal controls, federal agencies cannot
ascertain the effectiveness and efficiency of their records management program, nor can they provide
reasonable assurance that they are compliant with federal records management laws and regulations.
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Strong and effective records management processes support an open and transparent government
by ensuring that the records that undergird the functioning of our government, protect the rights
and interests of all citizens, and document the history of our nation are managed and maintained
appropriately throughout their lifecycle.
our findings in this section are mixed. we asked about the controls agencies have in place to ensure
compliance with their records management policies and procedures, and for the most part we see that
agencies do not have sufficient and well-defined performance measurements. many agencies rely on
records schedules, file plans, and high-level policies to serve as internal controls for their programs.
These mechanisms alone, without testing and enforcement to measure effectiveness, do not provide
reasonable assurance that an agency’s records management processes are working. we also saw a lack
of proper evaluation or enforcement activities to ensure that the controls agencies do have are being
implemented. one notable statistic was that this year just 55 percent of the respondents, down from
72 percent in 2010, said that records management evaluations were conducted by actual records
management staff and not some other department.
we are pleased to report that a few agencies have a robust oversight function. These agencies should
serve as models for the federal records management community. Also, a number of agencies told
us they are aware of shortcomings in their programs and are taking steps to address them. we look
forward to following their progress in future self-assessments and through other collaborations.
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Section thRee:
Records Management Program
Records Disposition
An effective records disposition program promotes efficiency by ensuring that
agencies can properly manage their records by scheduling them, ensuring their
proper storage, and providing for prompt disposal of temporary records and
the timely transfer of permanent records to the national Archives. 36 cfR §
1224 sets policies and establishes standards, procedures, and techniques for the
disposition of all federal records in accordance with 44 u.S.c. chapters 21, 29,
31, and 33. This regulation requires agencies to:
•ensure that all records are scheduled;
•implement records schedules and transfer permanent records to
the national Archives; and
•Regularly review the agency’s records schedules and update them
as needed.
we designed the six scored questions in this section to gather information on agencies’ records
scheduling activities and implementation of their schedules. we grouped the responses under three
headings: scheduling records, implementing schedules, and overseeing disposition by senior-level
officials.

Findings
• Agency responses involving their records scheduling, schedule implementation, and
permanent records transfers have not changed significantly from previous RmSAs;
• most federal agencies have a functioning records disposition program, although a
minority have submitted no schedules within the past 10 years;
• Schedule implementation, in terms of the systematic transfer of permanent records
to nARA, continues to be inconsistent particularly in the case of electronic data;
and
• Almost half (49%) of federal agency records management programs are not pro
active in overseeing records disposition by senior-level officials.
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in december 2005, nARA issued bulletin 2006-02, nARA guidance for implementing Section 207(e) of
the e-government Act of 2002,10 which required federal agencies to identify and schedule their electronic
records and to transfer their existing eligible permanent electronic records to nARA by September 30,
2009. in response to the bulletin, agencies increased their scheduling activities, and nARA noted an
increase in schedule submissions. while agencies made significant progress towards scheduling their
electronic records during this time period, the data below shows that much remains to be done.
in this section we see continuing evidence of scheduling activity in many agencies. Sixty-four percent
of the agencies reported that they submitted one or more records disposition requests to nARA for
approval from fy 2008 to fy 2011, and using internal nARA data we were able to verify a portion
of these assertions. however, we were not able to verify every instance, and we saw inconsistencies
in the way agencies track their scheduling activities. consequently, the data we received may not
provide an entirely accurate picture of agencies’ scheduling activities.
A number of agencies (17%) have not submitted any schedules in more than 5 years. we saw a similar
finding in the 2010 survey. we continue to be concerned that such gaps in scheduling activities do
not account for organizational or regulatory changes. we also think that the percentage of agencies
operating without updated schedules may be higher, as 10 percent of the respondents reported that
they simply did not know when their agencies had last submitted a schedule. finally, we continue to
believe that occasional schedule submissions do not necessarily indicate an active program that fully
meets its responsibilities. This is especially true for larger agencies with complex organizations and a
technological emphasis that can result in a proliferation of new records-creating systems.
we note that during our focus group sessions prior to the distribution of the survey, the records
officers suggested that nARA incorporate the fact that some agencies have “big bucket” schedules
designed to encompass more holistically the functions of an agency program. The idea is to reduce
the need to schedule each new records series or electronic system if the function has already been
accounted for in a big bucket schedule. nARA agreed that agencies should not be penalized for
having big bucket schedules in place, so we adjusted the answer choices for that section of the survey.
According to this year’s self-reported data, this factor applies to only 5 percent of the respondents,
though in our verification processes we were unable to confirm that big bucket schedules were
properly in place in most of these reported instances.

Implementing Schedules/Transferring Permanent Records to NARA
The trends nARA identified in past RmSAs for this topic continue. we see in the 2011 data that
agencies are not properly implementing their records schedules covering permanent records, and
that the problem is most prevalent in the transfer of electronic records. of 247 respondents, 191
reported having non-electronic records eligible for transfer in fy 2010. however, only 51 percent (98
of 191) actually transferred any such records to the national Archives in the fiscal year. of the 247
respondents, 149 reported having eligible electronic records, but an even smaller proportion—31
percent—transferred any such records.
10

nARA bulletin 2006-02: nARA guidance for implementing Section 207(e) of the e-government Act of 2002
(december 15, 2005), available via: http://www.archives.gov/records-mgmt/bulletins/2006/2006-02.html
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Figure 5: Questions 46 and 47. Did your agency transfer any eligible permanent records to the National Archives in
FY 2010?

Figure 6: Questions 48. If No, to 47: My agency did not transfer eligible permanent electronic records because: (Choose all
that apply)
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more positively, nARA’s internal data shows that effective collaboration between nARA and
several federal agencies and components produced a significant number of transfers of electronic
data to the national Archives in fy 2010. for example, three agencies originated 100 of the 192
transfers of electronic data received by nARA’s electronic and Special media Records Services
division in fy 2010.

Overseeing Disposition Practices of Senior-Level Officials
many agency records management officers continue to report that they do not conduct exit briefings
for departing senior officials on the appropriate disposition of the records under their control. indeed,
for 2011 we see a drop in the numbers (49% in 2011, down from 59% in 2010) of federal agencies
that do such briefings. This is of particular concern since only half of federal agencies provide
records management training for all their senior officials. According to 36 cfR 1230.10, agencies
must take adequate measures to prevent the unlawful or accidental removal, defacing, alteration, or
destruction of records and inform all employees and contractors of the provisions of this law.
Figure 7: Question 49. Does the records management program staff as a matter of standard procedure conduct exit briefings
for senior officials on the appropriate disposition of the records, including e-mail, under their immediate control?

we also see from the responses in this section that one in six of the agencies that do conduct exit
briefings fail to document the briefing, or they do not know if the briefings are documented. Agency
comments illustrate other limitations in approach. Some observed that they provided exit briefings
only “upon request” of a senior official, or “as needed,” or “when and if notified” of an impending
departure. in other agencies, the records management staff did not participate in the exit briefings,
which were instead conducted by legal or security officials.
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two-thirds of the respondents reported that senior officials in their agencies are required to obtain
approval from records management program staff or other designated official(s) before removing
personal papers and copies of records. comments in this section, however, indicate that the
arrangements take a variety of forms, some more appropriate than others. Several agencies have put
specific oversight procedures in place for senior officials, and they comply fully with the regulations.
The records officer for one cabinet-level component, for example, is required to sign the exit forms
of the highest-level agency officials, while officials under that level are required to submit signed
forms to the records management program on exiting the agency. in one agency, the removal of
personal papers or copies of records requires approval of the office of general counsel and the
director of privacy, Records, and disclosure.
more commonly, though, the comments reinforced our findings from the 2009 and 2010 RmSAs
that many agencies do not require specific documentation for the removal of personal papers and
copies of records of high-level officials. instead, they collect only what is required for basic personnel
and security procedures.

Conclusion
A functioning records disposition program ensures that federal agency records are identified and
scheduled, that the approved schedules are properly implemented, and that permanent records are
transferred on a timely basis to the national Archives. The 2011 RmSA data in these areas show little
change from prior self-assessments. we continue to be concerned about these activities in federal
agencies, especially the transfer of permanent electronic records to the national Archives.
Another important subject we explored in this section is the managing of records created by senior
officials. There was a slightly negative trend here, compared to the 2010 RmSA. less than half of
the agencies reported that they conduct exit briefings for senior-level officials on the appropriate
disposition of the records, including e-mail, under their immediate control. Some agencies follow
the regulations and conduct these exit briefings, and here again we saw some good examples of
compliant practices. however, the majority of agencies are not doing enough in this area, and they
are putting these important records at risk.
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Section fouR:
Records Management Program
Electronic Records
The management of electronic records continues to challenge federal agencies,
and the issues are compounded by the ever-increasing role of technology
in federal government business. to have an effective records management
program, agency records management staff must have a baseline of knowledge
about electronic records and how to manage them. Records staff do not need
to be technological experts, but they have to understand certain fundamental
principles and practices of managing electronic records. The responses in this
section raise concerns about the education and training of some respondents in
the area of electronic records management. Some comments reveal a number of
misconceptions about key terms and concepts pertaining to electronic records.
we see this also in the documentation submitted for our verification processes.
better education and training is essential in equipping agency staff with the skills
they need to manage their electronic records.
This section contains 37 questions, 10
of which are core questions relating to
the integration of records management
controls into new and existing systems,
preservation of electronic records in
a usable format, training in electronic
records management, and the preservation
of electronic mail records.

[Records management controls] is an
Agency records management requirement.
Respondent Comment

nARA also added information-gathering questions pertaining to the use of new technologies
including electronic Record management Systems (eRmS) and Records management Applications
(RmAs), social media, cloud computing technologies, and e-mail archiving applications. in their
responses to these questions, a third of the agencies said they use an eRmS or RmA to manage
electronic records; almost three-quarters said they use social media; nearly a quarter said they use
cloud computing technology; and less than half claimed that they use an e-mail archiving application.
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Findings
• many respondents do not know or understand key terms and concepts pertaining to
electronic records;
• many respondents consider various aspects of electronic records management to be
the purview of information technology staff;
• A significant number of agencies do not have migration procedures in place to ensure
that electronic records are retrievable and usable to conduct agency business;
• many respondents believe that media neutral records schedules eliminate the need
for records management policies and procedures specific to electronic records;
• A significant number of agencies use backup tapes, which nARA does not consider a
recordkeeping system, to preserve electronic documents and e-mail records;
• A third of agencies are using an eRmS or RmA to manage their electronic records;
• over 40 percent of agencies use e-mail archiving applications to manage e-mail
messages; and
• Seventy percent of agencies currently use social media.

Integration of Records Management Controls into New and Existing Systems
we asked agencies if they had established controls, through policy and procedures, to ensure the
reliability, authenticity, integrity, and usability of electronic records maintained in electronic
information systems. Although 62 percent of respondents answered that they have such controls,
our validation work and an analysis of agency comments indicate that the actual number is surely
lower. of the agencies that reported having these controls, just two-thirds supplied documentation
that supported their claims.
in their comments in this section, some respondents confused electronic information Systems (eiS)—
defined as automated systems that contain and provide access to records and other information—
with what is termed an electronic Records management System (eRmS)—an electronic system
that manages electronic information throughout the records lifecycle. A few agencies equated the
controls needed to ensure reliability, authenticity, integrity, and usability with their records schedule;
one claimed to have no electronic records; and another considered a printed report to be a reliable
control. one positive sign is a number of agencies reported that they have instituted internal
certification processes to ensure the integration of controls into electronic records systems.
we included in this survey a set of questions pertaining to the involvement of records management
staff in the design, development, and implementation of new electronic systems. This is necessary to
ensure the inclusion of recordkeeping functionality in new systems. it is also mandated in federal
regulations. we had a similar section in the 2010 RmSA, and the responses have not changed
significantly from last year. A little over 50 percent answered that records management functionality
is incorporated into the design, development, and implementation of their new electronic systems.
however, as noted above agency comments show a lack of knowledge regarding basic terms in some
cases; for example, some agency responses to this question pertained not to electronic information
Systems but instead to electronic Records management Systems.
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Similarly, the reported frequency with which records management staff participate in the design,
development, and implementation of new electronic systems is relatively unchanged from the 2010
data. only 16 percent of federal agencies answered that they always participate in this process, and
another 16 percent said they do so “most of the time.” twenty-six percent said they are involved
“occasionally,” and 43 percent said they are rarely or never involved. comments indicate that many
agency records officers continue to make an effort to be included in this process.

Preservation of Electronic Records in a Usable Format
last year, 68 percent of the agencies responded that they had established policies and procedures
requiring that electronic records are preserved in a usable format. for 2011 we rephrased the
question to explore whether agencies have procedures to enable the migration of records and
associated metadata to new storage media or formats so that records are retrievable and usable.
only 40 percent said that they have migration procedures in place, and of that group we could only
verify 60 percent of these assertions based on the documentation we received in the validation
process. Several agencies stated that their migration strategies are specific to each agency system.
A number of agencies that answered in the negative said they are currently working on developing
migration plans. twenty percent said they do not know if migration procedures exist, with some
adding that they consider this to be the sole responsibility of it departments. Several referenced
their backup procedures instead of migration policies; however, according to nARA guidance and
general industry best practices, backups are not a substitution for a migration policy, nor do they
suffice as a preservation tool.
Agencies continue to work on scheduling their electronic records. Almost 80 percent of the agencies
asserted that they maintain a list of their electronic information systems, and almost three-quarters
of those systems are covered by a nARA-approved records schedule. Agency documents submitted
for our verification processes support 60 percent of those who answered affirmatively here. A number
of agencies commented that they are continuing to work with nARA appraisal archivists to schedule
systems that do not yet have approved dispositions.

Electronic Records Management Training
This section contained two questions on electronic records training. Seventy percent reported
that they provide training on the retention and management of records created and maintained
in electronic form. The majority said that all employees receive this training, though 14 percent
answered that only records liaison officers were trained. Similarly, a higher percentage (nearly
70%) said they provide training specifically on the retention and management of e-mail records.
of those agencies that provide e-mail training, a majority said it was mandatory for all staff, including
contractors and senior officials.
Although these percentages are good, the prevalence of misconceptions we saw in agency comments
raises doubts about the knowledge of respondents in the area of electronic records and, as a
consequence, doubts about the quality of the training they provide to their colleagues. over 30
percent of agencies that said they provide this training scored in the high risk category.
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Preservation of Electronic Mail Records
we asked several questions about the
preservation of electronic mail records.
Our CIO captures every email, whether
we asked if agencies had policies and
or not it’s a record, however, we have no way
procedures for e-mail records that have
a retention period longer than 180 days.
of retrieving any of them.
Sixty-seven percent answered that they
Respondent comment
have policies and procedures covering
these records, but we could only verify
about two-thirds of these responses from
the documentation they submitted for
our validation work. one agency made the questionable claim that it does not have any retention
requirements over 180 days and therefore has no need of such a policy.
we asked agencies to select, from a list, all the means they use to ensure preservation of e-mail records.
Almost three-quarters selected policies and procedures, and 63 percent chose training. other choices
included recordkeeping requirements (57%), staff briefings (41%), e-mail reminders (29%), and office
visits (28%). write-in responses included annual reminders, brochures, backup tapes, meetings and
word of mouth, guidance posted on the agency intranet, and the practice of saving all messages. Sixtyeight percent of agencies use two or more of these means to manage their e-mail records.
Agencies use a variety of methods to capture e-mail records. According to the survey responses,
over 80 percent of agencies continue to print and file e-mail messages, and almost 50 percent use
backup tapes. only 19 percent (46 of 247) capture record e-mail messages in an eRmS or RmA.
Figure 8: Question 72. What methods does your agency use to capture e-mail records? (Choose all that apply)
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many agencies save their e-mails to a pdf file (44%), store them as a pSt or other format in a shared
network folder (46%), or maintain them in the original e-mail system (43%). others store e-mail
records offline on thumb drives and cd/dvds. one cabinet-level agency stated that it does not have
a recordkeeping system for e-mail records at all.
The next set of questions concerned the systematic audit or review of compliance with an agency’s
e-mail preservation policies. we first asked about this in the 2010 RmSA, and the responses have not
changed significantly. The proportion of agencies that reported that they audit or review staff compliance
with e-mail preservation policies has risen slightly from last year (from 33% in 2010 to 40% in 2011);
however, this increase may be because the percentage of those who answered “do not know” has gone
down by 6 percent. The percentage of agencies that said they do not monitor compliance has remained
stable at around 55 percent. however, the frequency with which agencies conduct these audit or review
activities has improved, according to the self-reporting in the survey. The number of agencies that said
they do some monitoring activity every 6 months has quadrupled, from 6 percent to 23 percent.

Agency Use of Electronic Records Management Systems/
Records Management Applications
Approximately one third of the respondents reported that their agencies use an electronic Records
management System or a Records management Application. Almost 40 percent of this group said
their eRmS/RmA is a pilot project. of the agencies that said they use an eRmS/RmA, slightly over
40 percent claimed to use it agency-wide; almost 40 percent said they use it in selected offices or
component units; and the remaining 20 percent said their eRmS/RmA was a pilot project but did
not indicate the scope.
Sixty-one percent of these systems have automatic capture/classification capability, according to the
agencies that reported having them. Among the agencies that use an eRmS/RmA, 85 percent said
they use it to manage electronic documents; 59 percent said they use it for e-mail; and 35 percent
said they use it to manage records not in the eRmS/RmA. Another 13 percent reported that they use
their eRmS/RmA for scanned records, forms, and other documents.
Among the agencies that do not use an eRmS or RmA, 38 percent stated that they are in the process
of developing one, and more than 50 percent said they plan to deploy it over the next 3 years. others
expressed that they are uncertain as to when it might be deployed mainly due to funding issues.

Agency Use of Web 2.0 and Social Media
According to the responses in this section, 70 percent of agencies currently use social media, such as
facebook, twitter, and blogs. in fy 2011 nARA issued a bulletin11 advising agencies to incorporate
records management guidance in social media policies and procedures and to ensure the scheduling
and preservation of social media records. however, just 50 percent of these agencies said they have
developed policies and procedures for capturing and managing any records created on social media

11

nARA bulletin 2011-02: guidance on managing Records in web 2.0/Social media platforms (october 20, 2010),
available via http://www.archives.gov/records-mgmt/bulletins/2011/2011-02.html
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platforms, though many agencies assert that policies are currently being developed. one stated that
while their agency employs social media in some way, no records are created as they do this.
Several agencies commented that their schedules are media neutral, indicating that they do not
see the need for policies and procedures specific to their social media activities. This goes against
nARA guidance and records management best practices, and the regulatory requirements to ensure
the preservation of content and context in federal record material regardless of format. Several
acknowledged that official records created on social media outlets are not being captured. one agency
commented that records considered permanent are retained in hard-copy, which may indicate an
expansion of print and file practices to records on social media.
There were some good examples of progress in this area. one agency described an effective
strategy they initiated to monitor records creation in their use of social media, an often difficult
task considering how much is duplicative or posted simply for reference. The agency convened an
internal working group, including records management staff, to monitor their social media activity
and develop a policy if, and when, records are created. Several other agencies said they have set up
similar initiatives, also with records management participation, to determine gaps in policies. others
stated that records management staff monitor agency use of social media.

Agency Use of Cloud Computing Technologies
federal agencies are using cloud computing to varying degrees in their official business, and they are
creating records in this environment. nARA guidance12 states that these records, just as any other
records subject to federal records management regulation, must be managed according to approved
dispositions.
nearly 25 percent of the respondent agencies reported using cloud computing technologies,
and another 40 percent said they are currently exploring its use. of the agencies that use cloud
computing, a third said they have policies and procedures that address managing records in a cloud
environment, though two-thirds said they do not. two agencies said they do not know if they have
them. Several commented that they are in the process of developing appropriate guidance, but others
said they don’t need to do this. one said that existing agency records management policy applies to
all records, regardless of media, and another stated that the policy is simply whatever applies to any
third party responsible for maintaining agency records. Several agencies stated that though they do
utilize cloud computing, they do not maintain any records created or stored in cloud technologies.

Agency Use of E-Mail Archiving Applications
forty-one percent of the agencies reported that they use an e-mail archiving application, and a third
of that group said they use it for official recordkeeping of electronic mail messages. however, these
percentages may not be a true representation of agency use. comments by a number of respondents
indicate that they do not understand what an e-mail archiving application is, and some confuse

12

nARA bulletin 2010-05: guidance on managing Records in cloud computing environments
(September 8, 2010), available via http://www.archives.gov/records-mgmt/bulletins/2010/2010-05.html
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e-mail archiving applications with an RmA or eRmS. for verification purposes in this section we
collected documentation on agency e-mail archiving policies, and much of what we received does
not support agency assertions that they have compliant policies in place. This also suggests that
the number of agencies that use an e-mail archiving application may be lower than reported. Some
agencies wrote that they are using, in whole or in part, such applications as an interim step until they
implement an eRmS.

Conclusion
The management of electronic records, particularly those created in electronic mail systems, remains
a critical issue for federal records management. Agencies continue to struggle with the technological
aspects of preserving records created and maintained in electronic format. we encountered a
number of misconceptions in the agency comments in this section, and the implication is that some
respondents do not understand basic terms and concepts pertaining to electronic records. we saw
further evidence of this in the documentation submitted by the agencies for validation purposes.
knowledge gaps of this nature contribute to the implementation of poor recordkeeping practices.
Agency records management staff require better education and training in the management of
electronic records. They need these skills to manage federal records more effectively, and they need
to be able to communicate with information technology staff. inevitably, federal agencies will move
forward in the use of new technologies, and it will take some time to develop policies and procedures
to manage records created and maintained in these new formats. Agencies need the tools to monitor
and assess progress in this crucial area.
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Section five:
Validation
nARA conducted additional validation of agency responses this year, in an
effort to confirm agencies’ self-reported data. we subjected 12 questions to this
process. if the respondent answered “yes” to a designated question, we requested
documentation or information to support their answer. if the respondent
answered “no” or “do not know,” we took no further action.
in all we contacted 41 percent of respondents regarding some aspect of our verification processes. in
some cases this communication dealt with specific technical issues, including the inability to open
electronic files we received or agency intranet links we were unable to access. however, the majority
of our follow-up contacts were to address issues that arose during our review of materials. we reached
out to agencies that did not provide any documentation, provided incomplete documentation, or
provided documentation that did not appear relevant to our requests.

Findings
• The quality of documents ranged from excellent examples of directives, policies,
procedures, and inspection reports to materials that were out of date, unclear, and
inaccurate;
• The majority of respondents provided materials that did not support their responses
to one or more questions in the survey;
• Some agencies appear to have the impression that their records schedule is the only
documentation they need to manage their program; and
• A number of agencies appeared to have responded to the questionnaire without
consulting other parts of the organization, in particular their information
technology departments.
The fy 2011 RmSA is the first of these annual surveys to include comprehensive validation. we
found that we were unable to verify one or more responses in a significant percentage of the
surveys. because of this surprisingly high tally, nARA determined that the fy 2011 validation
would serve as a pilot. we are taking lessons learned here to prepare for the next iteration of the
RmSA. in addition, in advance of future surveys nARA will be providing even more detailed
instructions on how agencies should provide validation documentation. our goal is to resolve
some of the early administrative issues and have a streamlined verification process that will allow
nARA to accurately assess the documentation we receive. we also want to ensure that agencies
are fully aware of the importance of the documentation they submit and our verification work to
the overall value of the survey.
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Appendix i:
Recommendations for Executive Action
The focus of the following recommendations is to build the capacity of the
government’s records management function to include a framework for
governance, organization, and performance through collaborative action among
nARA and federal agencies.
Resources Management
• Resource planning should be performance and compliance/requirements driven
for establishing and implementing an agency’s records management function.
planning recommendations should be a key part of future activities;
• nARA should revise 36 cfR 1220.34 to require that each agency create a multi-year
plan detailing how they will achieve compliance with records management policies
and regulations; establish performance goals and benchmarks for evaluating
success; and set specific resourcing commitments, commensurate with the size
of the agency, that they need to accomplish these objectives. These plans must be
included with agencies’ annual budget submissions to omb;
• nARA and agencies should explore, test, and if effective, deploy automated solutions
to manage records and information throughout the federal government; and
• under the direction of their records management officials, agencies should establish
an agency records council that assists in the management of agency records.
These councils should include agency staff from program and administrative
support functions responsible for information management within their areas
of responsibility, and they must all have records management duties—which
they fulfill through their participation in these collaborations—built into their
performance metrics.

Records Management Program—Activities
• Agencies not currently evaluating their records management program should do so;
• Agencies not currently conducting records inventories should do so in order to meet
the requirement to periodically update their records schedules; and
• Agencies should review and develop file plans on an annual basis.

Electronic Records
• Agencies must ensure compliance with the regulations in 36 cfR part 1236 including
that:
• official e-mail messages are preserved in appropriate recordkeeping systems;
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• records management functionalities are integrated into all new electronic
systems; and
• records are maintained in usable formats through their entire lifecycle.
• The federal Records council13 and the chief information officers (cio)
council14 should partner to raise awareness of the importance of agency records
management and it staffs working cooperatively to integrate records management
functionalities into electronic systems, and identify and develop it solutions to
electronic records management problems;
• nARA guidance and training should include more detailed and practical information
regarding best practices for implementation strategies;
• Agencies must recognize that electronic recordkeeping is a joint responsibility of
records management and it staff;
• per existing guidance including omb circular A-130, “management of federal
information Resources,” agencies should strive to better incorporate records
management and archival functions into the design, development, and
implementation of information systems;
• nARA should work with omb to ensure records management is included in the
design of information systems and built into the it governance process; and
• Agencies must require staff with records management responsibilities to attend basic
electronic records training on an annual basis.

Records Disposition
• Agencies should ensure that all records are scheduled in accordance with 36 cfR
1224;
• Agencies must continue working towards the goal of fully scheduling their electronic
information systems;
• Agency records officers must actively collaborate with program management and
it staff and with nARA experts to facilitate the transfer of permanently valuable
electronic records to the national Archives; and
• federal agency records management programs must oversee records disposition by
senior-level officials.

Vital Records
• Agencies must identify their vital records;
• Agencies must develop partnerships between their records management and
emergency management programs;
13

14

The federal Records council is an interagency advisory group consisting of cabinet-level records officers and other
information management professionals that provides advice and support to nARA and omb on federal records and
information management issues.
The chief information officers (cio) council serves as the principal interagency forum for improving practices in
the design, modernization, use, sharing, and performance of federal government agency information resources. The
council’s role includes developing recommendations for information technology management policies, procedures,
and standards; identifying opportunities to share information resources; and assessing and addressing the needs of the
federal government’s it workforce.
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• Agencies must conduct an annual review of their vital records program; and
• Agencies must provide vital records training to their records liaisons as well as
emergency management staff.

Training
• nARA should develop detailed training standards that address records management
training via multiple delivery modes;
• Agencies should ensure that records management training for employees at all
levels in their organization is mandatory, delivered at least annually, and contains
practical tools to implement records schedules and ensure good recordkeeping
practices;
• Agencies should develop valid metrics for their records management training,
regardless of the delivery system they use, to determine the number of employees
who complete the training;
• Agencies should develop viable methods to evaluate the effectiveness of their
training. This can include follow-up site visits and inspections/audits;
• Agencies should ensure they have sufficient numbers of trained records management
staff with full-time records management responsibilities to develop, oversee, and
audit their training programs; and
• Agencies should ensure that senior-level officials receive records management
training appropriate to their position.

Policy
• The RmSAs are designed to identify areas of weakness in specific agency programs
and broader concerns in federal records management. Agency inspections,
whether they follow RmSA results or other impetus, can add to these data points.
nARA in coordination with agencies should use this work to determine whether
the current process of how records are defined, managed, and preserved needs to
be revised to be more reflective of the current business environment in agencies.

Oversight and Compliance
• Agencies must develop verifiable performance measures for major activities of their
records management programs.
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Appendix ii:
Non-Respondent Agencies to 2011 Records
Management Self-Assessment
Advisory council on historic preservation
American battle monuments commission
American institute in taiwan
Appalachian Regional commission
committee for the purchase from people who Are blind/Abilityone
delaware River basin commission
department of Agriculture/foreign Agricultural Service
department of commerce
international trade Administration
minority business development Agency
department of defense/personnel and Readiness command
department of labor
office of management Support Services
veterans employment and training Service
bureau of international labor Affairs
Job corps
department of the treasury/financial crimes enforcement network
department of transportation/St. lawrence Seaway development corporation
department of veterans Affairs
veterans benefit Administration
national cemetery Administration
federal deposit insurance corporation
federal Judicial center
federal labor Relations Authority
federal mediation and conciliation Service
harry S. truman Scholarship foundation
James madison memorial fellowship foundation
Japan-u.S. friendship commission
nuclear waste technical Review board
office of navajo and hopi Relocation
u.S. holocaust memorial council and museum
united States institute of peace
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Appendix iii:
2011 Records Management Self-Assessment
Questionnaire
National Archives and Records Administration (NARA)
FY 2011 Records Management Self-Assessment
note: This version of the questionnaire is provided with charts indicating percentages and response
counts per answer options based on the number of respondents. The online version provided a
comment box after each question. This box has been removed in this representation to save space.

Records Management Program—Activities

2. if yes: please provide the name of that individual and their office.
information management includes responsibilities over one or many of the following areas: privacy
Act, freedom of information Act (foiA), web and social media programs, and/or information
security.
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5. if no: please provide the name and title of the person with operational responsibility for carrying
out your agency’s records management program.
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A program area is responsible for mission-related activities. An administrative area is responsible for
activities not specific to the mission of the agency.
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for the following questions, formal records management training is the communication of
standardized information that improves the records management knowledge, skills, and/or attitudes
of agency employees. training can be either classroom or distance-based, but it must:
• be regular (occurring more than just once)
• be repeatable and formal (all instructors must provide the same message, not in an
ad hoc way), and
• communicate the agency’s vision of records management.
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Senior officials are the heads of departments and independent agencies; their deputies and assistants;
the heads of program offices and staff offices including assistant secretaries, administrators, and
commissioners; directors of offices, bureaus, or equivalent; principal regional officials; staff assistants
to those aforementioned officials, such as special assistants, confidential assistants, and administrative
assistants; and career federal employees, political appointees, and officers of the Armed forces
serving in equivalent or comparable positions. (gRS 23, 5a)

20. if no: please indicate why all senior officials in your agency do not receive records management
training.
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Records Management Program—Oversight and Compliance
Agency records management programs must provide for effective controls over the creation,
maintenance, and use of records in the conduct of current business. (36 cfR 1220.30(c)(1))
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29. if yes: please describe the controls your agency’s records management program has established
to ensure that all eligible permanent records in all media are transferred to nARA according to your
agency’s records schedules.
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31. if yes: please describe the controls your agency has implemented to ensure that federal records
are not destroyed before the end of their retention period.
An evaluation is an inspection, audit, or review of one or more federal agency records management
programs for effectiveness and for compliance with applicable laws and regulations. it includes
recommendations for correcting or improving records management practices, policies, and
procedures, and follow-up activities, including reporting on and implementing the recommendations.
evaluations may be comprehensive (agency-wide) or specific to a program area or organizational
unit. (36 cfR 1220.18)
A program area is responsible for mission-related activities. An administrative area is responsible for
activities not specific to the mission of the agency. (36 cfR 1220.34(d))
Records management program staff includes employees and/or contract staff with full-time records
management responsibilities.

34. what program or administrative area was last evaluated/inspected?
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Senior officials are the heads of departments and independent agencies; their deputies and assistants;
the heads of program offices and staff offices including assistant secretaries, administrators, and
commissioners; directors of offices, bureaus, or equivalent; principal regional officials; staff assistants
to those aforementioned officials, such as special assistants, confidential assistants, and administrative
assistants; and career federal employees, political appointees, and officers of the Armed forces
serving in equivalent or comparable positions. (gRS 23, 5a)
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vital records are records needed to meet operational responsibilities under national security
emergencies or other emergency conditions (emergency operating records) or to protect the legal
and financial rights of the government and those affected by government activities (legal and
financial rights records). (36 cfR 1223.2)
A program area is responsible for mission-related activities. An administrative area is responsible for
activities not specific to the mission of the agency. (36 cfR 1220.34(d))

41. if no: who in your agency conducts the vital records inventory?
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Records Management Program—Records Disposition
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Senior officials are the heads of departments and independent agencies; their deputies and assistants;
the heads of program offices and staff offices including assistant secretaries, administrators, and
commissioners; directors of offices, bureaus, or equivalent; principal regional officials; staff assistants
to those aforementioned officials, such as special assistants, confidential assistants, and administrative
assistants; and career federal employees, political appointees, and officers of the Armed forces
serving in equivalent or comparable positions. (gRS 23, 5a)
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Records Management Program—Electronic Records
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An electronic records management system (eRmS), often referred to as a records management
application (RmA), is an electronic management system in which any agency records, regardless
of format (paper, electronic, microform, etc.), are collected, organized, and categorized to facilitate
their preservation, retrieval, use, and disposition. (nARA’s records management training course,
electronic Records management, module 1, lesson 2 (may 2010))

Automatic capture or classification systems are applications that can help people create taxonomies
(the organization of a particular set of information for a particular purpose) and place documents
in categories, although the amount of automation can vary. (http://www.searchtools.com/info/
classifiers.html)
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web 2.0 and social media are umbrella terms used to define the various activities integrating web
technology, social interaction, and user-generated content. Through social media, individuals or
collaborations of individuals, create, organize, edit, comment on, combine, and share content.
facebook, twitter, Second life, blogs, and wikis are examples of social media. (nARA bulletin
2011-02)

cloud computing is a technology that allows users to access and use shared data and computing
services via the internet or a virtual private network. it gives users access to resources without
having to build infrastructure to support these resources within their own environments or networks.
(nARA bulletin 2010-05)
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An electronic mail system means a computer application used to create, receive, and transmit
messages and other documents. excluded from this definition are file transfer utilities (software that
transmits files between users but does not retain any transmission data), data systems used to collect
and process data that have been organized into data files or databases on either personal computers
or mainframe computers, and word processing documents not transmitted on an e-mail system. (36
cfR 1236.2)
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e-mail archiving generally refers to applications that remove e-mail from the mail server and manage
it in a central location also known as an archive. information technology professionals use the term
“archiving” to mean the copying or transfer of files for storage. in general, these applications collect
in a central repository the e-mail (which may include attachments, calendars, task lists, etc.) of some
or all agency users. e-mail archiving applications typically require little to no action on the part of
the user to store or manage the e-mail records. once messages are stored, authorized users are able to
search the repository. (nARA bulletin 2011-03, december 22, 2010, guidance concerning the use
of e-mail Archiving Applications to Store e-mail)
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81a. please provide a copy of your agency’s records disposition policy for its e-mail archive to
rmselfassessment@nara.gov.

83. if yes: what is the purpose of your agency’s or office/component unit’s e-mail archiving
application? please be specific.
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please provide your contact information.
name:
Agency, bureau, or office:
Job title:
Address:
Address 2:
city/town:
State:
Zip/postal code:
e-mail Address:
phone number:

if no: please provide the name of your agency’s Records officer.
Records officers’ e-mail Address
Records officer’s phone number
nARA reserves the right to request additional documentation or a follow-up meeting to verify your
responses. if you wish to provide supporting documentation for your answers or other information
to nARA, please send it to rmselfassessment@nara.gov.
Thank you for completing the fy 2011 Records management Self-Assessment!
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Appendix iv:
Results of Verification of Documentation
Submitted for Validation Questions
The 2011 Records management Self-Assessment requested documentation from responders to verify
their answers to 12 questions in the survey.
The illustration to the right shows
the overall results of processes
described in the validation section
of the 2011 Records management
Self-Assessment.

Appendix IV: Figure 1

The results show the number of
selected responses verified by
documents received; the number
where one or more answers
could not be verified based on
the documents received, or
the documentation was either
incomplete or not submitted at all.

Verification results for specific questions used to validate responses: Question 10a
Appendix IV: Figure 2: Question 10a

Question 10a requested docu
mentation from those answering
“yes” to Q9: does your agency
have a records management
directive(s)? (36 cfR 1220.34(c))
and the date choices in Q10 ask
ing when the last time the direc
tive was updated.
directives were evaluated using
guidance in nARA’s publication
Disposition of Federal Records.

to meet the minimum standard the directive must: state agency’s commitment to the authorized,
timely and orderly disposition of records; designates the agency records officer [or other position]
as the official responsible for the program; permits delegation of authority to involve all parts of the
agency in the program; and covers the entire records management program.
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Question 24a
Appendix IV: Figure 3: Question 24a

Question 24a requested docu
mentation from those answering
“yes” to Q24: does your agency’s
records management program
have established metrics to assess
the effectiveness of the program?
documentation was reviewed to
confirm the existence of perfor
mance metrics related to records
management program activities.

Question 27a
Appendix IV: Figure 4: Question 27a

Question 27a requested documen
tation from those answering “yes”
to Q27: does your agency’s records
management program have poli
cies and procedures that instruct
staff on how your agency’s perma
nent records in all formats must
be managed and stored? (36 cfR
1222.34(e))
documentation was reviewed to
confirm agency has policy identi
fying permanent records and pro
vides some guidance on appropri
ate handling.

Question 37a
Appendix IV: Figure 5: Question 37a

Question 37a requested docu
mentation from those answering a
series of questions regarding con
ducting an evaluation/inspection
starting with Q32 and answering
specifically “yes” to question Q37:
was a formal report prepared af
ter the evaluation/inspection was
completed? Reports were evalu
ated using guidance in nARA’s
publication Disposition of Federal
Records.
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to meet the minimum standard the report must: be an evaluation of a records management program
or part of a program (i.e. electronic records or vital records); and comply with the agency’s Records
management program directive.

Question 45a
Appendix IV: Figure 6: Question 45a

Question 45a requested the Job
number for the most recent Sf
115 in order to verify the answer
selected for Q45: when was the
last time your agency submitted
a records schedule (e.g., Sf-115)
that was accepted (registered
and assigned a Job number) by
nARA? (36 cfR 1224.10(c) and
36 cfR 1225.12(i))
data received was verified by using
nARA records of Job numbers.

to meet validation the job number provided needed to match nARA data including fiscal year.

Question 46a
Appendix IV: Figure 7: Question 46a

Question 46a requested the
national Archives Accession
number (field #17 on the Sf-258
or in eRA*) of the most recent
Sf-258 signed in fy2010 from
those answering “yes” to Q46:
As required by your agency’s
nARA-approved schedule, did
your agency transfer any eligible
permanent non-electronic records
to the national Archives via a Sf
258 in fy 2010? (36 cfR 1235.12)

data received was verified by using nARA records of permanent records transfers.
to meet validation the accession number provided needed to match nARA data including fiscal year.
*eRA: electronic Records Archives
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Question 47a
Appendix IV: Figure 8: Question 47a

Question 47a requested the
national Archives Accession
number (field #17 on the Sf-258
or in eRA*) of the most recent
Sf-258 signed in fy2010, from
those answering “yes” to Q47:
As required by your agency’s
nARA-approved schedule, did
your agency transfer any eligible
permanent electronic records to
the national Archives via a Sf
258 or in eRA* in fy 2010? (36
cfR 1235.12)

data received was verified by using nARA records of permanent records transfers.
to meet validation the accession number provided needed to match nARA data including fiscal year.
*eRA: electronic Records Archives

Question 49a
Appendix IV: Figure 9: Question 49a

Question 49a requested documen
tation from those answering “yes”
to Q49: does the records manage
ment program staff as a matter of
standard procedure conduct exit
briefings for senior officials on
the appropriate disposition of the
records, including e-mail, under
their immediate control?
documentation submitted was
reviewed to confirm that exit in
terviews included records man
agement.

types of documents validated included written policy and procedure, exit interview forms, exit in
terview checklists or other materials that indicated before leaving the agency staff were asked about
their records.
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Question 52a
Appendix IV: Figure 10: Question 52a

Question 52a requested documen
tation for those answering “yes“ to
Q52: has your agency established
controls, through policy and pro
cedures, to ensure the reliability,
authenticity, integrity, and usabil
ity of agency electronic records
maintained in electronic informa
tion systems? (36 cfR 1236.10)
documentation submitted was re
viewed to confirm that the agency
considered records management
issues when creating or using
electronic information systems.

Question 53a
Appendix IV: Figure 11: Question 53a

Question 53a requested docu
mentation from those who an
swered “yes” to Q53: does your
agency have procedures to enable
the migration of records and as
sociated metadata to new storage
media or formats so that records
are retrievable and usable as long
as needed to conduct agency
business and to meet nARA
approved dispositions? (36 cfR
1236.20(b)(6))

documentation submitted was reviewed to confirm that the agency was aware of data migration is
sues as they pertain to records management.
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Question 55a
Appendix IV: Figure 12: Question 55a

Question 55a requested docu
mentation from those who an
swered “yes” to Q54: does your
agency maintain an inventory
of electronic information sys
tems? (36 cfR 1236.26 (a)) and
Q55: does your agency’s inven
tory of electronic systems indicate
whether each system is, or is not,
covered by a nARA-approved
disposition authority? (36 cfR
1236.26(b)(7)) .

inventories were evaluated using guidance in NARA Bulletin 2010-02: Continuing Agency Responsi
bilities for Scheduling Electronic Records (February 5, 2010).
to meet the minimum validation standard the inventory must: identify the electronic series or sys
tems and indicate whether they are scheduled or unscheduled.

Question 70a
Appendix IV: Figure 13: Question 70a

Question 70a requested docu
mentation from those who an
swered “yes” to Q70: does your
agency have policies and proce
dures in place to handle e-mail re
cords that have a retention period
longer than 180 days? (36 cfR
1236.22(c))

documentation submitted was
evaluated using guidance in 36
CFR 1236.22 and NARA Bulletin
2011-03: Guidance Concerning
the use of E-mail Archiving Applications to Store E-mail (December 30, 2010).
to meet the minimum validation standard the policy must state that: names of sender an all
addressee(s) and date the message sent must be preserved; and attachments preserved as part of the
email or linked.
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Appendix v:
Core Questions, Special Focus Questions, and
Total Scores by Risk Factor
core
Questions

Special
focus
Questions

total Score

max 80 pts

max 20 pts

max 100 pts

74

18

92

76

18

94

73
72
70

20
18
20

93
90
90

76
72

20
20

96
92

70

20

90

72

20

92

bureau of indian Affairs
bureau of Reclamation
department level
national park Service
office of Surface mining Reclamation and enforcement

80
77
75
77
79

18
18
20
15
20

98
95
95
92
99

office of the Special trustee for American indians

80

18

98

low RiSk
board of governors of the federal Reserve
System and the federal open market committee
Department of Defense
defense information Systems Agency
Department of Health and Human Services
centers for medicare and medicaid Services
food and drug Administration
national institutes of health
Department of Homeland Security
u.S. citizenship and immigration Services
u.S. Secret Service
Department of Justice
Offices, Boards, and Divisions
Department of State
headquarters Records officer
Department of the Interior
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core
Questions

Special
focus
Questions

total Score

max 80 pts

max 20 pts

max 100 pts

department Records officer
internal Revenue Service

73
74

20
20

93
94

environmental protection Agency
federal communications commission
federal housing finance Agency
office of personnel management

73
70
74
76

20
20
20
20

93
90
94
96

overseas private investment corporation
u.S. government Accountability office

77
71

15
20

92
91

u.S. international trade commission
u.S. Securities and exchange commission

75
73

20
20

95
93

54
70

20
18

74
88

55
56
62
59
51
53
57

5
8
12
20
10
15
20

60
64
74
79
61
68
77

bureau of economic Analysis
national institute of Standards and technology
national oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

64
66
57

20
15
20

84
81
77

national technical information Service
u.S. patent and trademark office

66
50

10
10

76
60

low RiSk
Department of the Treasury

m o d e R At e R i S k
Administrative office of the u.S. courts
central intelligence Agency
Department of Agriculture
Agricultural marketing Service
farm Service Agency
national institute of food and Agriculture
natural Resources conservation Service
Risk management Agency
Rural development
u.S. forest Service
Department of Commerce
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core
Questions

Special
focus
Questions

total Score

max 80 pts

max 20 pts

max 100 pts

business transformation Agency
defense commissary Agency
defense finance and Accounting Service
defense logistics Agency
defense Security Service

45
57
57
53
66

15
20
20
20
13

60
77
77
73
79

defense Threat Reduction Agency
department of the Air force

61
70

20
15

81
85

department of the Army
department of the navy
department of the navy/u.S. marine corps
Joint chiefs of Staff
missile defense Agency
national Reconnaissance office
national Security Agency
office of the Secretary of defense
u.S. African command
u.S. Army training and doctrine command

52
65
53
71
78
60
59
71
71
58

15
5
20
10
10
15
17
15
10
10

67
70
73
81
88
75
76
86
81
68

48
58
52
67

18
15
15
10

66
73
67
77

58
73
65
55
62
48
64

10
15
13
20
18
20
15

68
88
78
75
80
68
79

m o d e R At e R i S k
Department of Defense

Department of Energy
department Records officer
energy information Administration
federal energy Regulation commission
Southeastern power Administration
Department of Health and Human Services
Administration for children and families
Agency for healthcare Research and Quality
centers for disease control and prevention
department Records officer
health Resources and Services Administration
indian health Service
office of the Secretary
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m o d e R At e R i S k

core
Questions

Special
focus
Questions

total Score

max 80 pts

max 20 pts

max 100 pts

Department of Homeland Security
national protection and programs directorate

56

5

61

u.S. coast guard
u.S. immigration and customs enforcement
uS-viSit

45
53
61

15
10
10

60
63
71

bureau of Alcohol, tobacco, firearms and explosives

41

20

61

executive office for immigration Review
executive office for united States Attorneys
federal bureau of investigation
united States marshals Service

54
68
68
62

13
15
15
10

67
83
83
72

53
67
68

8
20
20

61
87
88

employee benefits Security Administration
employment and training Administration
mine Safety and health Administration
occupational Safety and health Administration
office of Administrative law Judges
office of disability employment policy
office of federal contract compliance programs
office of inspector general, office of legal Services

51
67
53
66
42
56
51
54

20
20
10
18
18
15
15
13

71
87
63
84
60
71
66
67

office of labor-management Standards
office of the Assistant Secretary for Administration

56
61

20
10

76
71

48
46
56

15
15
20

63
61
76

Department of Justice

Department of Labor
Adjudicatory boards
bureau of labor Statistics
department Records officer (office of the Assistant
Secretary for Administration and management,
business operations center)

and management
office of the chief financial officer
office of the Secretary
office of the Solicitor
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m o d e R At e R i S k
office of workers’ compensation programs
wage and hour division
women’s bureau

core
Questions

Special
focus
Questions

total Score

max 80 pts

max 20 pts

max 100 pts

61
49
46

15
20
15

76
69
61

71
61

15
10

86
71

53

15

68

59
63
71

8
20
18

67
83
89

56
67
50
55
45
66
54

20
20
15
5
15
20
15

76
87
65
60
60
86
69

66
63

20
20

86
83

56

20

76

66
64
69
60

10
0
10
5

76
64
79
65

Department of the Interior
bureau of land management
bureau of ocean energy management Regulation
and enforcement
office of the Secretary
Department of the Treasury
financial management Service
office of the comptroller of the currency
united States mint
Department of Transportation
federal highway Administration
federal Railroad Administration
federal transit Administration
John A. volpe national transportation System center
maritime Administration
national highway traffic Safety Administration
office of the chief information officer
Department of Veterans Affairs
department level
veterans health Administration
equal employment opportunity commission
Executive Office of the President
council on environmental Quality
office of management and budget
office of Science and technology policy
office of the u.S. trade Representative
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core
Questions

Special
focus
Questions

total Score

max 80 pts

max 20 pts

max 100 pts

farm credit Administration
federal maritime commission
federal Retirement Thrift investment board
federal trade commission
general Services Administration
institute of museum and library Services
millennium challenge corporation
morris k. udall foundation
national Archives and Records Administration
national labor Relations board
national mediation board
national Science foundation
office of the director of national intelligence
pension benefit guaranty corporation
Social Security Administration
tennessee valley Authority

54
46
70
68
46
52
58
65
68
62
58
63
60
47
69
61

10
15
10
15
18
20
18
15
20
18
15
8
20
20
20
15

64
61
80
83
64
72
76
80
88
80
73
71
80
67
89
76

u.S. Agency for international development

56

20

76

u.S. nuclear Regulatory commission

59

20

79

u.S. office of government ethics

62

10

72

united States Sentencing commission

70

15

85

m o d e R At e R i S k
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core
Questions

Special
focus
Questions

total Score

max 80 pts

max 20 pts

max 100 pts

23

15

38

53
9
20

5
3
0

58
12
20

chemical Safety and hazard investigation board

40

12

52

commodity futures trading commission
congressional budget office
corporation for national and community Service
court Services and offender Supervision Agency

36
42
35
30

3
5
15
20

39
47
50
50

court Services and offender Supervision Agency/pretrial

29

15

44

33

10

43

Agricultural Research Service/ocio omAR
Animal plant and health inspection Service
economic Research Services
food and nutrition Service
food Safety and inspection Service
grain inspection, packers and Stockyards Administration

38
38
36
42
25
41

10
10
8
10
5
15

48
48
44
52
30
56

national Agricultural Statistics Service
office of the chief information officer, technology

35
47

2
5

37
52

bureau of industry and Security
economic development Administration
national telecommunications and information Administration

46
11
43

10
0
5

56
11
48

office of the chief information officer
u.S. census bureau

52
38

5
5

57
43

high RiSk
Architectural and transportation barriers
compliance board (Access board)
Armed forces Retirement home
barry m. goldwater Scholarship foundation
broadcasting board of governors/international
broadcasting bureau

Services Agency
defense nuclear facilities Safety board
Department of Agriculture

planning Architecture and e-government
Department of Commerce
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core
Questions

Special
focus
Questions

total Score

max 80 pts

max 20 pts

max 100 pts

Army and Air force exchange Service
defense contract Audit Agency
defense contract management Agency
defense intelligence Agency
defense technical information center
installation management command
Joint warfare Analysis center
national geospatial intelligence Agency

21
21
15
47
27
25
47
49

15
0
5
12
5
5
10
5

36
21
20
59
32
30
57
54

office of inspector general
office of privacy, Records, and disclosure
u.S. Army corps of engineers
u.S. Army forces command
u.S. Army materiel command
u.S. central command
u.S. european command
u.S. northern command
u.S. pacific command
u.S. Southern command
u.S. Special operations command
u.S. Strategic command
u.S. transportation command

51
45
43
15
19
51
38
42
36
33
36
44
36

2
5
15
5
8
8
15
10
15
5
10
0
5

53
50
58
20
27
59
53
52
51
38
46
44
41

53

5

58

43
36
30
43

10
15
10
13

53
51
40
56

46
49

10
10

56
59

high RiSk
Department of Defense

Department of Education
headquarters Records officer
Department of Energy
bonneville power Administration
national nuclear Security Administration
Southwestern power Administration
western Area power Administration
Department of Health and Human Services
Administration on Aging
Substance Abuse and mental health Services Administration
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core
Questions

Special
focus
Questions

total Score

max 80 pts

max 20 pts

max 100 pts

federal emergency management Agency
federal law enforcement training center

48
27

10
15

58
42

headquarters Records officer
transportation Security Administration
u.S. customs and border protection

45
44
20

8
15
10

53
59
30

44
38

15
12

59
50

42
30
31
49

12
15
10
8

54
45
41
57

office of congressional and intergovernmental Affairs

27

5

32

office of public Affairs
office of the Assistant Secretary of policy

36
37

15
5

51
42

4
11
30
23

0
5
2
5

4
16
32
28

40
29
47

5
3
10

45
32
57

40
42

5
10

45
52

high RiSk
Department of Homeland Security

Department of Housing and Urban Development
department Records officer
office of inspector general
Department of Justice
drug enforcement Administration
federal bureau of prisons
national drug intelligence center
office of Justice programs
Department of Labor

Department of the Interior
indian Arts and crafts board
national business center
u.S. fish and wildlife Service
u.S. geological Survey
Department of the Treasury
Alcohol and tobacco tax and trade bureau
bureau of engraving and printing
bureau of the public debt
Department of Transportation
federal Aviation Administration
federal motor carrier Safety Administration
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core
Questions

Special
focus
Questions

total Score

max 80 pts

max 20 pts

max 100 pts

office of inspector general
office of the Secretary
pipeline and hazardous material Safety Administration

38
46
35

10
5
5

48
51
40

Research and innovative technology Administration

16

10

26

Surface transportation board

44

15

59

office of national drug control policy

48

5

53

export import bank of the united States
federal election commission
federal mine Safety and health Review commission

26
15
16

10
8
5

36
23
21

government printing office
inter-American foundation
international boundary and water commission (uS/mexico)

15
37
31

0
10
5

15
47
36

library of congress

27

18

45

marine mammal commission
merit Systems protection board
national Aeronautics and Space Administration
national capital planning commission
national credit union Administration
national endowment for the Arts
national endowment for the humanities
national indian gaming commission
national transportation Safety board
occupational Safety and health Review commission

3
14
39
43
14
25
18
19
42
21

0
10
15
8
5
5
5
3
8
10

3
24
54
51
19
30
23
22
50
31

peace corps
postal Regulatory commission
presidio trust
Railroad Retirement board
Recovery Accountability and transparency board

27
3
9
33
43

5
0
5
3
0

32
3
14
36
43

Selective Service System
Small business Administration

19
41

5
15

24
56

high RiSk

Executive Office of the President
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core
Questions

Special
focus
Questions

total Score

max 80 pts

max 20 pts

max 100 pts

u.S. African development foundation
u.S. commission of fine Arts
u.S. consumer product Safety commission
u.S. office of Special counsel

39
15
33
23

10
0
3
0

49
15
36
23

u.S. tax court

49

10

59

u.S. trade and development Agency

41

5

46

united States commission on civil Rights

42

5

47

high RiSk
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